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EDITORIAL
Whether it was Barcelona or Bude Bali or Bunny - I hope you managed to
get a decent break in over the summer,
and managed to avoid being caught out
by any last-minute quarantine
shenanigans. After five months of
lockdown and post-lockdown, even the
most modest staycation has felt like a
welcome change of scenery (although
I’m not quite sure when having a
staycation morphed from meaning
someone is staying at home for the duration to meaning they are
‘only’ having a holiday in this country rather than abroad, as it
appears to have done).
There are a few green shoots appearing locally in the Covid
landscape; the scheduled return of schools in the first week of
September, the return of the mobile library in October. But all over
by Christmas? That still seems pretty optimistic, especially in
terms of commuting and the return to ‘normal’ working locations
and practices.
In the meantime, you can read about what has helped one woman
through the pandemic (p14), see how the Bunny Improvement
Group has kept the village looking spick and span over recent
weeks (p16), check out the latest verdict from our pub reviewer
(p28) and find out how to vote for your best local small shop (p36).
As ever, if you have something you want to let others in the
village know about, then please send your thoughts to
editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com. It could be what’s kept you going
through the pandemic, any local issues which are bothering you, or
anything really, with the exception of poetry. (We have one very
good poet whose work forms a theme with the Notes From Bunny
Wood, but beyond that I can’t say I’m sold on the idea that more
poetry is necessarily what the Bulletin needs.)
* Jason Robards (above) plays Washington Post editor Ben Bradlee
in which 1976 film? Answer on p30.

LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS

Book to use recycling centre
From September 1 only pre-booked vehicles will be allowed to use
the recycling centre in Rugby Road, West Bridgford. It is the only
one of 12 centres run by the county council where pre-booking is
being introduced.
When the site reopened at the beginning of June, a system was in
place to use Rushcliffe Arena car park if necessary as a holding
area for cars, but the council said this was “no longer possible”.
The council said: “The West Bridgford Recycling Centre is a small
site that is difficult to manage with regards to social distancing
meaning that only a
limited number of
vehicles can safely be
on the site at any one
time. This has
unfortunately been
causing significant
congestion along Rugby
Road and the
surrounding road
network.
“With the local school due to reopen for the new school year in
September there are additional safety concerns around vehicles
overtaking. Since COVID restrictions have been relaxed many
business and facilities have started to reopen and the traffic
management procedures we had in place that utilised the
Rushcliffe Arena car park are no longer possible.”
Slots lasting 15 minutes are bookable online two weeks in advance,
starting at 8.15am and running until 7.45pm every day during the
summer opening hours. Appointments must be booked at least 24
hours in advance, so no same day slots will be available.
Closing times are due to change to 6pm in October and then to 4pm
in November and December.

LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS

Prison for garage raider
A 23-year-old man has been given seven months in prison
following a break-in at Bunny garage just over a year ago.
Police said a vehicle had been driven onto the forecourt in the
early hours of
Friday, August
16, 2019,
before a
number of
people forced
entry to the
garage and
targeted
cigarettes and
the stockroom
area.
They then
drove off in the
direction of
Loughborough.
On July 24 at
Leicester Crown The boarded‐up window following last year’s raid
Court, Oliver
Thomas Read - whose address was given as HMP Leicester admitted a charge of theft in relation to the incident.
As well as the prison sentence, he was ordered to pay a surcharge
of £149 to a fund for victim services.
Following the sentencing, a resident of Bunny who saw the
getaway vehicle said: "Night time break-ins at our service station
happen rather too frequently and, as well as being upsetting for
those affected, generate a great deal of work in clearing up the
mess."

Your Letters

CRIMES IN JULY
BRADMORE
9th

Forced entry to car parked on A60, nothing stolen

KEYWORTH
9th
13th
14th
19th
22nd
22nd
23rd
23rd

Meat worth £81 stolen from Co-op, The Square
Machinery stolen from building site in
Meat worth £55 stolen from Sainsbury’s, Nottm Road
Damage to car in Villa Road
Damage to benches in recreation ground
Steak and fish worth £90 stolen from Sainsbury’s
Items stolen from Sainsbury’s
Golf balls thrown at windows in Main Street

SUTTON BONINGTON
26th

Male exposed himself to a lone female while she was
walking by the River Soar

TOLLERTON
Pickle and Teddy have been an absolute delight over lockdown.
Always anxious to see what is going on over the fence, they do need
a little help from Martin and Julie to satisfy their curiosity.
I’m sure that many of you, confined to barracks over the past
months, have reason to be grateful to neighbours for their
friendship and support.
And, while Pickle and Teddy have been a constant source of
laughter, I must pay tribute to Martin and Julie who have been
absolutely heroic (they are pretty funny too!).
Kate Hunt

25th

Sat nav stolen from car in Medina Drive

WILLOUGHBY-ON-THE-WOLDS
17th

Items stolen from shipping container in Back Lane

There were no crimes reported in Bunny, Costock, Plumtree,
Rempstone or Widmerpool.
* Your local officers have a personal mobile contact number which
will only get answered when they are on duty and available: PC
Kelly Carlile (07725 925330) and PCSO Tony Davies (07702
141572). The only number for non-emergencies that will always
get a reply is 101, as it is managed through a switchboard.

BUNNY IMPROVEMENT GROUP
BIG had an alfresco, socially-distanced meeting around the
millennium stone on the Village Green at the end of July.
It was satisfying that there was an excellent response and
everyone was eager to
do some work. The
enthusiasm of the
group had not been
lessened by the Covid19 problems.
The upshot was that
the Wednesday
evening meeting
resulted in a working
party weeding and
sweeping around the
Church Yard perimeter
the following Saturday.
Work near the church in July
A couple of days after
that, the small green
had also been tidied.
Then on 15 August, 11 people
turned out and tidied up from
the garage to Wysall Lane in
around an hour, and went
home satisfied with a job well
done.
Even during the lockdown
individuals and family groups
have been tending to the
planters, cleaning around
seats, litter picking and
weeding. Why, you may ask?
Well, we all share a love for
the village, its community and
want
to see it at its best.
Litter picking in Loughborough Road

Plans are in hand
for some painting of
waste bins and
further restoration
of seats and the
planters.
Thanks to everyone
involved, and I am
confident we will all
carry on with the
good work.
Our next meeting is
again alfresco on
the Green on
Saturday 26th September at 10.30am (it will probably be too dark
for an evening one!)
Anyone who wants to attend or help will be more than welcome.
The only specialist skills required are an ability to use a dustpan
and a brush, and maybe a hoe, and smile at the same time!
Pete Pearson
Severn Trent Water said that damage caused by a “third party”
was responsible for disruptions to the water supply in the NG11
area on August 14 and 15.
Problems were reported from around 2pm on the Friday, and
continued in some areas through to the Saturday.
The company said on the Friday evening: “We’ve been made
aware that a third party, not connected to Severn Trent, has
accidentally damaged one of our larger pipes in Nottingham,
and this is affecting the water supply for some of our customers.”
It initially hoped to get everything back to normal later on that
evening, but in fact it was around 2pm on the Saturday before it
said usual supplies were returning. It added: “You may notice
some slight discolouration, but this is nothing to worry about and
will clear on its own.”
The problem was reported to have been caused by work being
carried out on the A52 Clifton Bridge.

BUNNY PARISH COUNCIL MINUTES
1. Minutes of the meeting held by Zoom on Thurs July 16
Clerk’s report
Keep Britain Tidy Great British September Clean-up was to be
held 11-27th September.
Bunny BIG group were planning two sweep and clean weekends
but the pandemic thwarted plans. They are also to refurbish the
bench on the village green. They wish to see the public seat
alongside Loughborough Road opposite Bunny Hall Gardens
removed and replaced by the parish council. The clerk was asked to
check on prices and the suitability of re-use of the existing site for
the public seat alongside Loughborough Road opposite the
entrance to the former Bunny Hall Gardens.
Verbal report from borough and county councillors
Coun. Reg Adair gave apologies. In a message he said he hoped the
council were pleased with the highways resurfacing that has
recently taken place. The clerk was asked to write to Coun. Adair
and thank him for his effort in ensuring the work had been carried
out.
Concerns were expressed by members on blocked drains along the
highway in several parts of the village, and the clerk was to report
these.
Correspondence
Rural Community Action asked PC to consider joining them to help
them carry out their commitment to support rural communities on
such things as planning. Subscription is £95 a year. The clerk was
asked to send the written information he had received on the group
to each member. The clerk said the council membership of NALC
did not clash with RCAN’s and it was there to give legal advice etc
for a parish council.

Rushcliffe Borough Council planning department officer Andrew
Pegram wrote to comment on their present working arrangements
of his department during the coronavirus situation.
Finance
Accounts for Payment were approved as per the circulated list.
The chairman addressed the meeting on finance for the village hall
and spoke of the need to increase usage of the building. She said
the council budget for 2020/2021 would show a deficit of £750 on
the 12-month period but with an 80 per cent use of the hall income
could increase by £20,000 per annum.
Village Hall
The council received a revised quotation from Kerry Squires, of
East Leake, for painting work in three areas of the village hall; the
main hall £1,575, main beams and window pelmets £275, and
kitchen and hallway £425. The council were to ask for further
details of the work proposed and the materials before finally
accepting the prices quoted.
Two quotes had been received for the installation of a fire alarm
system, in the figure of £2,531 plus VAT from Chubb and £2,642
plus Vat from ADT. Coun. Beckford was to approach ADT in an
effort to obtain a possible price reduction.
Quotes were received for hall flooring from Transform a Floor and
Greg Hill Flooring. After discussion the council agreed it should
not currently enter any contract in respect of new flooring until
other planned expenditure had been met and the national situation
concerning the coronavirus situation and the use of the hall had
become more settled.
Some concerns were voiced over the non-use of ground-sheets by
the firm carrying out wall plastering work in the hall.
Electricity: the clerk advised the meeting that a three-year tariff

on a Fixed Price for Business contract ends in March 2021 and the
latest date the council can advise of a cancellation was February
20, 2021. Coun. Sutton agreed to investigate the position
Planning
20/01687/ADVICE. Rushcliffe Borough Council acknowledged our
notice to them of replacement or repair of two doors at the village
hall, which is a listed building. The council needed to submit a preapplication notice after which if permission is given a planning
application has to be submitted.
20/01345/ful. Jacky Cripwell, land west of Grange Farm, Moor
Lane. See details on next page. The parish decision response was
to be by July 27. Coun. Beckford declared an interest and left the
meeting. Members put forward a number of comments but agreed
to call another meeting to allow more detailed discussion. The clerk
was left to organise the meeting.
20/01566/ful. S Finch and J Harrison, Chestnut Farm, Bunny
Hill. Single storey side extension. No decision.
It was agreed there was no further discussion needed for the
Johnsons Aggregates application. The decision on the planning
application from Notts County Council was not yet known.
Environment
Greenbarns notice boards. The chairman said a quote in the sum of
£781 had been received for a board that would take 9 A4 sheets. It
was agreed action was needed to improve the appearance and
condition of the two existing boards fixed to the hall exterior.
A site meeting was to be held for members to see if problems
reported by a resident in connection with a tree adjacent to her
garden on the allotment site was in need of being trimmed, after a
complaint from the resident claimed it was causing a nuisance to
her. The clerk was to seek comment from Rushcliffe Borough
Council, the landowners in this.

2. Minutes of the meeting held by Zoom on Tues July 28
Planning
20/01345/ful. Jacky Cripwell, land west of Grange Farm, Moor
Lane. Change of use of paddock for stabling, horse exercise, poultry
and storage of farm equipment materials and feed to development
of four houses with car garages and landscaping. Demolish large
storage barn and timber stables and sheds. On a proposal from
Coun. Jenkins Tsang, seconded by Coun. Alldred, the council
support the application but only if its strong views of various
aspects of the development are taken into account and acted upon,
as follows:
Drainage and flooding: The village already suffers from serious
flooding which involves raw sewage as well as water. Additional
properties will worsen the existing situation. The existing scheme
involving drainage and sewage must be upgraded before any
further development is allowed.
Highways and transport: Strong concerns are expressed over the
inadequacy of the highway provision on the approach to the site,
including during the actual building operations, and the effect of
additional traffic as far as dangers involving the village school is
concerned.
Footpath: The council require provision of a footpath on land
adjacent to the development site.
Development: Consideration should be given to the development
including bungalows.
Access: The council will not support the development area being
designated as private.
* Please note these minutes are subject to final approval by the
council.

The Bee Man
The pleasures of allotment beekeeping, by James Maddison
Any time I spend on my allotment is like a stress detox. But there
isn’t much I find more satisfying than watching my bees toing and
froing from the flowers I’ve planted on my allotment.
I have kept bees for around 5 years and I assure you all, it is not as
simple as it looks!
The list of pests and
diseases to worry
about grows ever
longer. The threat of
swarms in May and
June followed by
retrieving said swarms
from nearby trees and
fretting about
upsetting neighbours,
all adds to the
challenge.
Having read several
bee keeping books to
try and elevate myself
from novice status, I'm
beginning to realise
the bees have
definitely not read the
same books.
Once the weather
starts to warm up and
the colony starts to
expand, it's amazing how quickly the population grows. During
winter there are approximately 5,000 bees in a hive, which
increases to 50,000+ at their peak.
Once the hive is at full strength and nectar is in abundance the

of Bunny
stores of honey rapidly increase. As the hive fills with stores and
bees, it can easily become overcrowded, which is one of the main
triggers for swarming.
Swarming is the way in which colonies reproduce. A new queen is
raised and the old queen leaves the hive with half the population of
bees. A swarm can be an intimidating sight and can be a nuisance,
as once they have left the hive they will settle on a nearby tree,
fence post, house or anything else that seems convenient to them.
Scout bees will then set off to find a
suitable site to settle permanently.
Generally, a swarm is more a
nuisance then it is a danger. They
will normally leave of their own
accord, or you can contact a bee
keeper to possibly remove and rehome them.
Harvesting the honey has been a
family affair this year, with my
children, Robin and Ailix, helping to
scrape off the wax capping from the
comb and turn the crank on the
extractor to spin out the golden
honey.
It's great to be able to teach them
this process - and they to look forward to the harvest every year.
Both of them enjoy having honey on their cereal pretty much every
day, which is very satisfying to see - especially through the winter
when there's not much to bring off the allotment.
Come the end of the beekeeping season I have in the past
experienced a certain amount of bee fatigue; wondering whether to
persevere or try something simpler.
However, whilst drudging through January and February I start to
reminisce about the bees and can't wait for the new season to start.
It’s always great to see the first real buzz (pun intended) of activity

at the hive entrance in early spring.
As I have previously alluded to, having an allotment - complete
with chickens - and keeping bees provides me with a large sense of
well-being.
I once read a bee keeping book
written in the early 1940s. The
author noted that despite the
majority of the globe being at war
and all the horrors this brings, the
bees carry on unmoved by events
momentous to us humans, and
how he took comfort from this
during the war.
This has always stuck with me,
and I think has helped to keep me
grounded in times of stress or
crisis. Because, as the bees clearly
know, whether your crisis is
personal or global, the world keeps
turning and nature will continue
to run its course.

RETURN OF MOBILE LIBRARY
The mobile library service will return on Thursday October 1 at
the normal times which are: 2.05pm to 2.25pm at the Rancliffe
and 2.30pm to 2.50pm at Albert Road. However, due to social
distancing it will not be possible to board the vehicle, and there
are the following options for obtaining books:
(1) Ask Simon to pick a random selection from the stock on board;
(2) Give Simon a list of books you wish to order for delivery on the
next visit;
(3) Ring Southwell Library on 01636812148 quoting your library
number and Route 15. Books to be delivered on the next visit.

NORBURY NATTERS
BIG’s Back
In truth, work never stopped on an individual basis, but the last
Saturday morning in July saw a socially distanced gathering to
weed and generally tidy up the area around the Church,
Almshouses and Village Hall. A stranger to the village might have
wondered what crime such a large group of senior citizens had
committed to deserve a spell of community service. Seriously, it
would be nice if a few younger residents could consider joining the
group to relieve our aging bones.
Lockdown Lifting
With further easing of the lockdown rules it is good to be able to
enjoy a socially distanced pint of Wainwright’s at the Rancliffe.
Additionally, apart from the pandemic, ponder over the latest
Forest failure to make the play offs, the Magpies missing a quick
return to the Football League and Notts. CC continued appalling
form. However, other bits of good news have been the reopening of
the Men’s Institute, coinciding with the Snooker World
Championship and the resumption of Church Services.
Steeple Stopper
Those who have wondered why work has not resumed on the
repairs to the church steeple will be interested to note that the
next phase involved work on the inside. However, at the time of
writing it is understood that work is expected to resume shortly.
Planning Poser
It will be interesting to see whether the Government’s latest
proposals to reform the planning system come into being and
which category Bunny would fall into, Protect, Growth, or
Renewal. The consultation paper is on the UK Gov website and
comments are needed by October. It is accepted the adoption of the
Local Plan for Rushcliffe has taken years, but the delay in meeting
housing targets has been caused by developers failing to use
existing approvals. Perversely, they were then awarded with
additional sites, including Bunny Brickworks.

VILLAGE DIARY FOR SEPTEMBER
Date

Time

Event

Place

St Mary the Virgin Bunny with
Bradmore Parish Church
Churchwardens:

1

Tuesday

Bunny School Inset day

Heather Paul

9845172

2

Wednesday

Bunny School returns

Roy Baker

9211520

Blue & Green Bin Day

Incumbent:

Rev.Tom Meyrick (rector@ksbb.org.uk)

9

Wednesday

Grey Bin Day

12

Saturday

Ride and Stride (see p35)

14

Monday

Bulletin deadline

16

Wednesday

Blue & Green Bin Day

23

Wednesday

Grey Bin Day

30

Wednesday

Blue & Green Bin Day

CHURCH SERVICES

Bunny Parish Council
Name

Address

Phone

John Alldred

42 Loughborough Road

921 2280

David Beckford

2 The Paddock

07414 004494

John Berridge

25 Moor Lane

984 7767

Izumi Featherstone

17 Albert Road

984 6466

Rhiannon Jenkins Tsang

07854 757963

Chris Rogers

11 Victoria Road

07919 593429

Steve Stubbs

23 Moor Lane

07843 052914

Nigel Sutton

1 The Paddock

07860 899585

Maria Webb

30 Moor Lane

921 3561

Mike Elliott
(Clerk to the Council)

19/21 Main Street,

937 6506

Keyworth

A Communion service will be held
for members of the Benefice in St
Mary's Church each Sunday at
10.30am. The elderly or infirm are
advised not to attend. Anyone who
has been exposed to Covid19 must
not attend, though due precautions
will be enforced.

VILLAGE HALL HIRE COSTS
Large and small hall together: £8 per hour (or £9 after 6pm)
Small hall only: £4 per hour
Commercial rate for full hall hire: £12 per hour
To book, please contact Andrew Featherstone on
07397 189535 or 0115 98 4646
Email Bunny.villagehall@outlook.com

Wish You
Were Beer
COSY CLUB
I’d wanted to eat out at the Cosy Club ever since it had opened
earlier in the year, pre-Covid, as I had received good reports and
because the building intrigued me.
Situated in what was the old Victoria Club, the lavishly-decorated
interior has been restored to maintain the opulent feel of this once
private members’ club frequented by Jesse Boot.
It really is impressive architecture and design, from the grand
staircase meeting you at the entrance to the main bar where
Flappers dancing the Charleston would not look out of place.
Modern music and fashion has taken over, although a burly
doorman ensures neither is too extreme.
Doing our bit for queen and country, my trusty companion and I
looked to give Rishi Sunak’s money tree a shake and booked a table
to help out.
The evening commenced with an aperitif in the small cocktail bar,
table service of course, although I suspect the establishment has
been offering this since originally opening in 1913. The only real
sign of the virus’ impact was socially-distanced tables and reduced
numbers of clientele.
The restaurant, located upstairs, continued the decorative theme
with yet more impressive chandeliers.
Shown to our table we were presented with a menu card which had
more the feel of a pub than what I had expected for such an opulent
interior. It was a reminder that the Cosy Club is a restaurant/bar
chain with a presence in 30+ locations nationally and having been
to their Derby premises last year, I can confirm that the draw is
the setting, whilst the food all stays the same.

Graded in this context the food was good without feeling
memorable. The highlight is most definitely the interior design and
comfortable atmosphere - well worth a visit even just to take in a
Gin Rickey or Old Fashioned at the bar.
* Having reported the demise of the Plough at Normanton-on-theWolds last month, I have heard a rumour that the village residents
are investigating the option of creating a community pub. Fingers
crossed this materialises and that the blue print of The White
Horse, Rempstone (BB March 2019) and the Air Hostess, Tollerton
can be followed.

16-18 Victoria Street, Nottingham
NG1 2EX

0115 858

1787

https://cosyclub.co.uk/location/
nottingham/

Kinch 9
& mask

Cold Callers
The people of East Leake and the
surrounding area need to be aware that the
‘door knockers’ are active in this area.
They claim to be ex-offenders working for a
probation service approved scheme; no such
scheme exists. Whilst there is no suggestion
of criminal activity the quality of the products sold isn’t always to
people’s expectations. All residents should be cautious about
buying any goods or services from cold callers whether at the door,
by mail or on the phone.
Carren Tate (Police, Staff, Rushcliffe)

As lockdown continues to be lifted, more people are leaving the
comfort of their own homes to return to work and leisure activities.
We know that most burglaries are opportunitistic. A burglary
prevention campaign is focusing on reminding the general public
as they leave their houses to take simple steps to keep their home
safe as highlighted by the acronym WIDE:
• Windows: Window locks
• Interior: Interior lights on timer
• Doors: Double or deadbolts fitted to doors
• Exterior: Exterior lights on a sensor
Obviously, at the moment with extended daylight the most
important thing is to lock doors and windows but if you are out
when it is dark, keep some lights on or on a timer and try to install
external sensor lights.

GARDEN AND ALLOTMENT DIARY: SEPTEMBER
This month is a good time to take stock of the successes and
failures of this year and make plans to ensure that next year will
be the best ever. If you are new to this, you have plenty of time to
prepare the ground and plan your dream allotment or garden.
Harvest - Onions and potatoes must be top of the list as they
need to be out of the soil before the cold and damp days of
Autumn arrive. When
storing, onions must be
kept in the light and
potatoes in the dark.
Harvest apples and pears
as they become ready.
Courgettes and marrows
will be finished towards
the end of the month, as
will outdoor tomatoes. Any
green tomatoes can be
placed in a shoe box or
drawer to ripen.
Sowing and planting - Plant out earlier sown spring cabbage
and protect with netting or fleece.
Complete the summer pruning of soft fruit bushes, apple and pear
trees. Dig up and compost any plants that have finished their
season. Clear the soil of spent crops and leave it rough dug over
the winter.

Christopher Paul
Bunny Neighbourhood Watch Co-ordinator

Wasps are attracted this time of year due to the ripening of your
fruit. You can hang wasp traps in fruit trees - but remember that
wasps are the gardener's friend because they are major predators
of aphids and caterpillars.

Answer to question on page 11: All The President’s Men

Would you like an allotment? Please contact Cathy on 07803
004582 or Sheila on 9213783.

GEOMETRY x-NOTATA
A fragile lure so artful
Filmy spans the bramble stand
Where awaiting in the shadows
In a silken tent quite grand
Sits orb-weaver with her egg sac
Catching insect on demand
Until offspring go ballooning,
Floating over wooded land.
It’s…
A wheel that’s spun so neatly
Subtle strands to draw you in
Diamond droplets catch the dawn light
Reflect sunlight from within
Once inside the clinging network
No escaping, you’ll not win
That’s the ending of your gene-line,
But…
A zephyr gentle briefly
Rocks the cradle and its ware
Flutters through the spokes and sectors
Of the dew encrusted snare
And a lucky would-be breakfast
Of death’s portal is aware,
Soaring upward clears the danger,
Then is snatched by late bat there!
Chris Terrell-Nield 2020
(Inspired by ‘The Windmills of Your Mind’ by Noel Harrison)

Notes From Bunny Wood
An early morning walk in the wood is a good time to spot orb webs,
since dew often forms on the silken strands, making them much
more obvious.
Orb web spiders belong to the Family Araneidae and
characteristically spin the wheel-like webs seen in woodlands and
gardens. Orb comes from the Latin word “orbis” (circular) from
which we get orbit, though it usually means something spherical.
Zygiella x-notata is a common member of the family and recorded
from several sites in Bunny Wood. Bramble provides an ideal web
support, and we have rather a lot of that!
Adult Zygiella females are 6-7 mm long, males smaller. The
species is quite easy to identify since it has a silver-grey coloured
abdomen with a brown oak leaf pattern and stripy legs. However it
is more often spotted by its web.
Unlike other orb web spiders, the wheel is incomplete because a
sector in its upper part is open. Thus the species and its heathland
relative Zygiella atrica are called “missing sector spiders”. The
missing sector has a purpose, since across it runs a single strand of
silk, the signal line. This leads to the retreat where the spider
waits, with the tip of one leg on the line.
Before electronic aids, the process is reminiscent of the tennis net
cord judge, who sat with a finger on the net cord, feeling for the
vibration of a striking ball. When prey hits the web and struggles
to free itself, the spider feels the vibration. It rushes to the hub,
locates the prey, bites it, wraps it in silk and takes it back to eat.
As the web is asymmetrical, the hub is closer to the retreat so the
spider can reach the centre more quickly.
By late summer, females that have mated have a silk egg sac in
the retreat. They will guard this until they die. Spiderlings hatch
in autumn but stay in the sac, emerging in spring. They then
disperse, sometimes by spinning a strand of silk that carries them
aloft by a combination of wind and electrostatic repulsion. This is
ballooning, and can carry the young long distances to alight in new
habitats.
* Photos: Normal orb web; Zygiella x-notata; missing sector web.

CHIRPINGS
Notes on birds and nature in the garden
My lawn is too small for this, but while breakfasting with family in
Cambridge where there are two large lawns (and two gardeners!) I
was delighted to be able to watch several meadow brown
butterflies drinking the early morning moisture from the grass
stems.
My own butterflies
are concentrating on
my new buddleia,
including all three
whites – large, small
and green-veined –
plus peacocks, small
tortoiseshells and a
beautiful comma.
The birds quieten
down in the
summer, but
frequent fly-pasts
by a sparrowhawk
keep both me and
Comma butterfly
any small birds on
our toes. The hawk
flies in coming downhill along the line of back gardens, usually to
perch briefly and check what might be about before flying on in the
same direction through the next gardens.
But once it arrived just as a goldfinch was diving into the shelter
of a very large fuchsia – more like a small tree than a bush – and
the hawk saw it go.
In a perfect, seamless semi-circular arc the hawk flew into the
fuchsia, picked up the goldfinch and came straight out again
without any hesitation at all, then headed back uphill probably to
its nest and young, finch securely held in both talons.
Fuchsias are quite loose-growing so there was plenty of space to do

the manoeuvre; maybe I should think about planting something
else to give denser cover close to the feeders. A nice tight holly
bush would probably do the trick.
So now we are moving into autumn and it is time to keep an eye
out for summer migrants moving south. The swifts went at the
start of August but we still have swallows and house martins in
September, and the warblers – chiffchaff, willow warbler and
blackcap – will often stop off in gardens to fuel up before heading
south.
So whether we are brave enough to venture out to a nature
reserve, or long country walk, or happier staying home for the time
being, there is still plenty to see.
Sheila Clark

St Mary’s in
Bunny is one of
more than 70
churches in
Nottinghamshire
taking part in
this year’s Ride and Stride event on Saturday September 12.
The event sees people raise money by being sponsored to walk or
ride between as many churches as possible in one day. Half the
money raised goes to the Nottinghamshire Historic Churches
Trust, and half to the participating churches.
The Trust said that this year, with churches being closed for so
long, the event is even more important.
It said: “Churches have lost income from services and other
fundraising events and buildings deteriorate when not in
use. The Ride & Stride is key to enabling the Trust to continue to
give grants to churches and chapels for the care of their buildings,
which are so important in the lives of our towns and villages.”
Details of the event can be found on the Trust’s website. There are
a number of changes this year. Some churches may not be open,
and there will be no refreshments. Toilets may not be available;
and you should take your own hand sanitiser.

WHAT’S YOUR BEST SMALL LOCAL SHOP?
Ruth Edwards MP is asking Rushcliffe residents to send in their
nominations for the ‘Best Small Shop Awards’, which aim to
celebrate the success of small independent shops and the central
role they play in our local communities, particularly in response to
Covid-19.
Anyone in Rushcliffe can nominate a local business until Friday
September 4 by logging onto the MP’s website at
https://www.ruthedwards.org.uk/best-small-shop-awards-2020, or
by emailing ruth.edwards.mp@parliament.uk and putting ‘Best
Small Shop Awards’ in the subject heading – along with a short
explanation of why they think they deserve recognition.
The competition will be looking for evidence of a small
shop’s entrepreneurial spirit, ways that they have been innovative
in their business, and what they have done to have a lasting
impact on the community.
Launching the competition, Ruth Edwards said: “Our small
businesses have
sacrificed a lot during
Covid-19 and in
Rushcliffe we take
great pride in having
thriving high streets in
our towns and villages.
“That is why I wanted
to give residents the
opportunity to
nominate their best
local shop so that we
can showcase and recognise the great independent businesses we
have across Rushcliffe.
“Throughout the pandemic we have heard great stories of how
small businesses have gone that extra mile to support people in our
communities and it is important that we recognise the contribution
they have made and the impact they have had in our local
communities.”

REVISED BUS
TIMETABLE
Loughborough

06:15

then at these times

18:15

Rempstone

06:24

hourly until

18:24

Costock

06:26

18:26

Bunny School

06:30

18:30

Ruddington

06:34

18:34

ASDA

06:41

18:41

Nottingham
Crown Court

06:51

18:51

Nottingham
Crown Court

07:00

then at these times

19:00

ASDA

07:09

hourly until

19:09

Ruddington

07:15

19:15

Bunny School

07:19

19:19

Costock

07:24

19:24

Rempstone

07:27

19:27

Loughborough

07:38

19:38

LIBRARY OPENING HOURS
Keyworth Library is currently open
on Mondays from 1pm to 4pm, and
on Thursdays from 10am to 1pm.
Ruddington Library is open on
Tuesdays from 10am to 1pm, and
on Fridays from 1pm to 4pm.

Mike’s Memories
Mike Elliott recalls how he managed to bring the FA
Cup to Bunny - for a very good cause
There was tremendous excitement in May 1959 when Nottingham
Forest met Luton Town in the FA Cup Final at Wembley and won
2-1, with goals from Roy Dwight and Tommy Wilson just four
minutes apart. Dave Pacey scored Luton's consolation goal.
Press reports of the day showed the game was notable for an
unusually large number of stoppages due to injury, particularly to
Nottingham Forest players, which was put down to the lush nature
of the Wembley turf. The most notable of these stoppages occurred
when goal scorer Roy Dwight
was carried off the pitch after
breaking his leg in a tackle
after 33 minutes. And in those
days there were no
substitutes.
The win obviously created
excitement throughout
Nottinghamshire, but not as
much as was caused in
December of the same year
when the coveted FA trophy
was brought to Bunny by the
Forest skipper Jack Burkitt,
travelling as he did on the
Trent 66 Nottingham to
Loughborough service bus
with the cup. In those days
Jack, like many footballers,
did not own a car.
Jack and his wife Hazel and
young son Roger were keen
whist players, and friends of mine had readily agreed to come to
Bunny to support a whist drive I was running to raise money for

Ken Price, who lived on Victoria Road with his family, and who
was seriously ill after collapsing with peritonitis while working at
Bunny Hall Farm.
On the day of his collapse his wife Betty had rung the farm to ask
why her husband had not gone home for lunch, and her call
sparked a search for him by his work colleagues. He was found
almost unconscious on the
floor of a barn at the farm
and was taken straight to
hospital in Nottingham
where he remained for
some considerable time on
the danger list.
Friends in the village felt
the need to help, and as I
already organised a
monthly whist drive for
residents, I said I would
organise a special one for
a fund I set up for Ken,
aimed at helping to buy
Christmas presents for
the children.
Normally we would have
Jack Burkitt with the FA Cup, 1959 (credit:
nine or ten tables for the
monthly event held in
Nottinghamshire Live)
what was then the village
school, but on that night
we had 24 tables, and that in itself was a problem because we
didn’t have that many packs of cards or tables to play on.
Hurried phone calls to whist organisers in Bradmore and
Ruddington saved part of the day and we quickly had sufficient to
allow a start. But then the next problem arose, we couldn’t get
everyone in the school! In those day there were a row of dwellings
opposite the school and a quick request to the residents (the
families were Hibbitt, Crooks, Starbuck and Spurr) for help
eventually saw each house becoming ‘home’ to two tables and a
total of 32 players.

We were also able to open the Men’s Institute and put another six
tables in there, with two of them sharing the snooker table. All
that of course meant a lot of property exchanging for the players
after each round, and that took time.
With visitors from Costock, Bradmore and Ruddington having
travelled to Bunny by bus, it was realised the whist would not be
completed by the time of the last buses through the village, a few
minutes after
10pm. I was at the
time secretary of
the village football
club – having had
the job since the
age of 14 – and we
used transport
from the
Keyworth bus
firm of Wrights
for our away
game.
So a late night
call to Plumtree
34 which was
Crowds in Nottingham waiting to see the 1959 cup
their
number
winners (credit: Nottinghamshire Live)
resulted in a bus
being provided to take everyone home shortly after 11pm,
including Jack and Hazel along with the FA Cup. And I recall the
company kindly made no charge for the vehicle.
The event made just over £30 for the fund and while that doesn’t
sound a lot, in todays money it is was worth about £800.
* The Burkitts did not win a whist prize, but son Roger did - the
booby! The other players winning were Mrs M Warrick, Bunny;
Mrs L Outon, Wymeswold; Mrs Fisk, Ruddington; Mrs Dodson,
Ruddington; Mr B Croft, Ruddington; Mr F Randall, Bradmore; Mr
Cooper, Bradmore, and Mr F Smith, East Leake.

Back In The Day

The picture above was taken in the last century at Bunny Estate
farm. Fred Challands, of Bradmore, can be seen ready to plough
behind a pair of handsome shire horses.
Fred was one of fifteen children and due to his strength could
always be relied upon to carry out the most arduous of tasks,
including carrying very heavy hay bales.
Fred was called to war and sadly was gassed; he eventually died in
1918. His grave can be found in Bunny churchyard.
It may look an idyllic scene, but times were hard prior to WW1 and
methods of farming had hardly changed since the agricultural
depression of the 1870s.

Roger Sewell, Bunny History Society

BUNNY BULLETIN INFORMATION
ONLINE
Editions can be viewed online at www.bunnyvillage.org.uk.
DIARY PAGES
If you are holding an event and would like it included in the
Village Diary pages, please contact Heather on 0115 9845172.
COPY
E-mail copy to: editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com. Please send text
articles as Word documents (.docx); spreadsheets as Excel files
(.xls) and pictures as JPEGs (.jpg). Handwritten items can be delivered to Erica at 34 Main Street (please include a contact number).
COPY DEADLINE
Deadline for next edition: Monday Sep 14
Delivery of next edition: Weekend of Sep 26/27
ADVERTISING
Enquiries to cjeanb36@hotmail.com.
DISTRIBUTION
If you have not received your current issue, contact your local
distributor or ring Phil Brown on 0115 9211791.
COMMITTEE
Editor: editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com.
Invoicing & Minutes: Chris Brown, 36 Main Street, 9211791
Diary Editor & Treasurer: Heather Paul, 148 Loughborough Road,
9845172
Disclaimer: Any opinions expressed in the Bunny Bulletin are not necessarily
those of the Editorial Committee, who reserve the right to edit material as and
when it is considered appropriate.
Please note: Articles in the Bunny Bulletin are for circulation to the residents of
Bunny village and for others by subscription only. The information they contain is
not to be printed in any other publication without the author’s express permission.

LOCAL GROUPS
Allotments
Sheila 0115 9213783 or Cathy 07803 004582
Baby & Toddlers
Nikki 07944 687260 or Steve 07843 052914
Bunny Improvement Group
Pete 0115 9213213 (petepearson44@gmail.com)
Church Bell Ringing
Marilyn 0115 9844081
Church Choir
Heather 0115 9845172
Community Choir
Kate 0115 9847090 (kate.m.hunt@outlook.com)
Fabric Fundraisers
Jan 0115 9841570
Friends of Bunny School
friendsofbunnyschool@gmail.com
Gardeners
Graham 0115 9846253
Handbells
John 0115 9211335
History
Roger 0115 9216596
Lunch Bunch
Jan 0115 9841570
Messy Church
Joey (joeyhamilton102@gmail.com)
Women's Institute
Angi 07970 801709
angelacharlesworth@hotmail.co.uk

USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Bunny Primary School

0115

921 2727

Church House Surgery, Ruddington

0115

984 7101

Church View Dental Practice, Ruddington

0115

984 8024

Crimestoppers UK

0800

555111

East Leake Health Centre

01509

852181

East Leake Leisure Centre

01509

852956

Electricity Loss of Supply

105

Floodline

0345

988 1188

Gas Emergency

0800

111999

Hate Crime Helpline

0800

138 1625

Keyworth Dental Surgery

0115

937 5828

Keyworth Health Centre

0115

937 3527

Keyworth Leisure Centre

0115

937 5582

Keyworth Library

0115

937 3509

Leakline & Sewer Problems

0800

783 4444

Neighbourhood Watch Co-ordinator

0115

984 5172

NHS Direct

111

Nottingham City Hospital

0115

969 1169

Nottinghamshire County Council

0300

500 8080

Police (if crime in progress call 999)

101

Queen's Medical Centre

0115

924 9924

Ruddington Library

0115

921 2309

Ruddington Medical Centre

0115

921 1144

Rushcliffe Borough Council

0115

981 9911

South Wolds Academy

0115

937 3506

Telephone Preference Service

0207

291 3320

Treeline Dental Care, Keyworth

0115

937 2226

Village Dental Practice, East Leake

01509

852399

Village Hall Administrator

0115

984 6466

